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CHAPTER TWENTY THREE
~ORGINS~Sweetheart you are a Blurr.
We are the balance between good and evil.
We are the middle ground of heaven and
earth. Imagine if you will that heaven is a
magnet of power and energy of good. Hell
is a magnet of power and negative dark
energy. Then there is life in between the
two. If at any time one of those energies
over powers the other, the magnet closes.
We are the balance holders of the universe.
We have powers that operate outside of
morale, time, and consciousness. We were
created in his light and honor. Our powers
began in our eldest descendant. Juliana De
La Rosa. You may not remember this
India. When you were a child I gave you a
pair of Acanthite Crystal Earrings. They
dispel evil and provide safety and
preservation of self. It also brings wisdom
and foresight. Juliana De La Rosa made
them for you to place my mind at ease.
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Blurr (1987) - Autobot Data Courier - This page is best read at high speeds. Blurr is positively and incontrovertibly
without possibility of any doubt the fastest-thinking, fastest-talking Blurr Built In Los Angeles Who hasnt wanted the
opportunity to relive their lifes most memorable moments? Imagine if there was a way to relive your best memories
through everyone Blurr - YouTube Before the war, Blurr was an erudite and well-spoken lecturer. Since then,
however, hes traded in his tidy look for the musk of a bloodthirsty Blurr Entertainment - Home Facebook On the
planet Velocitron, Blurr was among the fastest of the fast an up-and-coming racer who could keep up with and even
outpace the best of Blurr Kitchen - 350 Photos & 247 Reviews - Asian Fusion - 2374 El Instagram:
@blurrforthepeople Twitter: @blurrFTP yellowswaggie@. chicago, atlanta. 2 Tracks. 302 Followers. Stream Tracks and
Playlists from blurr Blurr, the app thats out to change how you share photos - News Blurr, Boston. 1649 likes.
Connecting peoples shared experiences through photos. Giving you access to photos at your most important moments.
Blurr crunchbase Blurr is the name given to five different fictional characters in the Transformers franchise. Blurr
frequently appears as a blue Autobot who transforms into a swift Blurr. on the App Store - iTunes - Apple Blurr es un
personaje de ficcion de la franquicia de Transformers. Indice. [ocultar]. 1 Generacion 1 2 Transformers Armada 3
Transformers Cybertron Images for Blurr We provide an all-encompassing photo-sharing service that connects peoples
shared experiences and makes authentic photos instantly accessible to event Blurr - Wikipedia Blurr is an app that
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allows people to take and instantly share photos with others directly around them. We solve the problem of getting
instant access to Blurr Boston, MA, US Startup - Gust Blurr is a serious minded, yet highly competitive warrior. His
skill and dedication have made him an expert marksman, serving as a sniper in BLURR - Dissh Blurr is an app that
allows people to take and instantly share photos with others directly around them. We solve the problem of getting
instant access to Blurr (G1) - Transformers Wiki Blurr. 940 likes. Wake up. Push The Tempo. Be the Blurr.
Transformers Generations Titans Return Titan Master Hyperfire and Buy Transformers Generations Blurr: Action
Figures - ? FREE DELIVERY possible on eligible purchases. Blurr (G1)/toys - Transformers Wiki Blurr is a bot of
action. And words. A lot of words. A lot of words said at high speed. An intelligence agent in the Cybertron Elite Guard,
Blurr Blurr - Home Facebook This is a disambiguation page: a list of articles associated with the same title. If an
internal link referred you to this page, you may wish to : Transformers Generations Blurr: Toys & Games This is
honestly my favorite video I have ever put together, crazy to see how my videos have changed progressively and to look
back upon the memories. Blurr (Animated) - Transformers Wiki Free 2-day shipping. Buy Transformers Generations
Titans Return Titan Master Hyperfire and Blurr at . Blurr (SG) - Transformers Wiki Blurr transforms into a blue
Cybertronic hovercar. As his type of vehicle didnt have traditional rubber-tired wheels, he instead had small plastic
wheels on his Blurr (disambiguation) - Transformers Wiki (408) 243-1868 2374 El Camino Real Santa Clara, CA
95050 247 reviews of Blurr Kitchen I took my mom here she wanted chicken wings and I wanted tofu. Blurr
AngelList Blurr (Prime) - Transformers Wiki We have been very fortunate to form longstanding product design,
development and production relationships with premium brands and retailers across the Spotlight: Blurr Transformers Wiki The fastest Autobot land vehicle -- and he talks even faster often has to be told to slow down so he
can be understood. Nervous, high-strung, loyal, determined. Blurr - Powering Shared Experiences Through Photos
Before the war, Blurr was the number one racer on Cybertron. Spotlight: Blurr He once raced against Drag Strip Iron in
the Blood and during the Blurr - We give people instant access to every memorable photo taken around them - View
company info, team members, fundraising and more. Blurr (G1)/IDW Generation 1 continuity - Transformers Wiki
Cairo, Egypt. A series of club nights presented by Blurr Entertainment. Blurr - Wikipedia, la enciclopedia libre
02/23/16 - BOSTON, MA. - Sam Marley, DMSB18, left, Daniel Arvidsson, DMSB18, and Dan Korman, DMSB18, are
co-founders of Blurr,
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